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EssAYs

In his essay, Christoph Möllers provides a novel analysis and develops 
a new framework for assessing the constitutional legal nature of the 
European Union. His approach includes methodological rigour, prese-
ving an awareness of historical and political contingencies while main-
taining the critical potential of systematic legal scholarship.

I NTERv I Ew

Armin von Bogdandy Professor of European Law, and director of the 
Max Planck Institute for foreign public law and international law gave 
an interview to Gábor Halmai and Orsolya salát. Professor Bogdan-
dy talked about the principles of European constitutional law, the fut-
ure role of the Charter of Fundamental Rights. He expressed his view 
that the core of fundamental rights can be deduced from European ci-
tizenship, and this can be a basis of remedy against national laws vio-
lating European principles, like the Hungarian media law.

docU M ENTs AN d coM M ENTA R I Es

I. the bAsIc lAw And fundAmentAl rIghts

zsolt Körtvélyesi analyses the new rules on citizenship which in many 
respects significantly diverge from international and European trends 
without actually being clearly beneficial to ethnic Hungarians living 
outside the borders of Hungary.

Balázs Majtényi discusses the new cultural nation concept intro-
duced in the Basic Law and criticizes also on this basis the changing 
constitutional status of national and ethnic minorities, including the 
degradation of the currently independent minorities ombudsman into 
a mere viceperson of the general ombudsman.

szabolcs Hegyi reviews the relationship between rights and duties 
in the Basic Law and concludes that in addition to defining new types 
of duties for citizens, the Basic Law did cut back individual rights.

In her essay Nóra Chronowski focuses on the issue whether the Ba-
sic Law corresponds to the normative values of the European Union 
and, specifically, to the Charter of Fundamental Rights of Europe-
an Union. 

II. the constItutIonAlIty of constItutIonAl 
Amendments

Gábor Halmai using comparative analysis critisizes a recent decision 
of the Hungarian Constitutional Court, which on the one hand decli-
ned to review the constitutionality of the content of two constitutional 
amendments, on the other hand reviewed the constitutionality of the 

AbsTRAcTs
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amendment procedure finding it constitutional.

A fTER dEcIsIoN

In this column we publish summaries of the recent judgments of Eu-
ropean Court of Human Rights and the Hungarian Constitutional 
Court.

R Ev I Ew

Péter sólyom reviews József Petrétei’s book, „Institutions of Constitu-
tional Democracy”. We also present a review by zsuzsanna Csapó of 
Gábor szabó’s book, „Our splitting World. The risks of globalization 
on human rights”. 


